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Abstract This study presents aircraft spiral ascent and descent observations intercepting a transition to riming
processes during widespread stratiform precipitation. The sequence is documented using collocated scanning
and profiling radar, including longer-wavelength dual polarization measurements and shorter-wavelength
Doppler spectra. Riming regions are supported using aircraft measurements recording elevated liquid water
concentrations, spherical particle shapes, and saturationwith respect towater. Profiling cloud radar observations
indicate riming regions during the event as having increasing particle fall speeds, rapid time-height changes,
and bimodalities in Doppler spectra. These particular riming signatures are coupled to scanning dual
polarization radar observations of higher differential reflectivity (ZDR) aloft. Reduced melting layer
enhancements and delayed radar bright-band signatures in the column are also observed during riming
periods, most notably with the profiling radar observations. The bimodal cloud radar Doppler spectra captured
near riming zones indicate two time-height spectral ice peaks, one rimed particle peak, and one peak associated
with pristine ice needle generation and/or growth between �4°C and �7°C also sampled by aircraft probes.
This pristine needle population gives a partial explanation for the enhanced ZDR we observe near this rimed
particle region. The riming signatures aloft and radar measurements within the melting level are weakly lag
correlated (r~0.6) with smaller median drop sizes at the surface, as compared with later timeswhen aggregation
of larger particle sizes was believed dominant.

1. Introduction

To address deficiencies in the treatment of microphysical processes in cloud resolving and global climate
models (GCM), there has been a growing demand for observational data sets to better constrain model
parameterizations. Emphasis has been on convective life cycle and associated precipitation process studies
as convective clouds carry influence across large spatial and temporal scales. Simulating cloud and precipitation
processes requires improved observations to better identify the conditions wherein particular microphysical
processes are active, as well as dominant. In response to the high cost associated with in situ aircraft observa-
tions, two-way interactive studies between cloud microphysical process observations and modeling have
looked to draw insights from radar signatures known to be sensitive to changes in bulk or spectral particle
distribution properties that may be useful for improving cloud process parameterizations [e.g., Kollias et al.,
2007, 2011; Kumjian and Ryzhkov, 2010, 2012; Ryzhkov et al., 2011, 2013; Kumjian et al., 2012; Battaglia
et al., 2013; Andric et al., 2013; Kumjian and Prat, 2014; Kalesse et al., 2016].

To better elucidate dynamical andmicrophysical process evolutions from shallow to deeper clouds in climate
models, the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Climate Research
Facility recently outfitted its global climate facilities with additional remote sensing capabilities [e.g.,
Ackerman and Stokes, 2003;Mather and Voyles, 2013]. Multifrequency profiling and dual polarization scanning
radars were deployed to help bolster an ARM “supersite” climate model evaluation test bed [e.g., Stokes and
Schwartz, 1994; Ackerman and Stokes, 2003; Illingworth et al., 2007] at the Oklahoma Southern Great Plains
(SGP) Central Facility (CF) site near Lamont, OK. These facilities were unveiled coinciding with the joint
Midlatitude Continental Convective Clouds Experiment (MC3E) between DOE’s ARM and the National
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Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Global Precipitation Measurement mission [e.g., Hou et al.,
2014; Jensen et al., 2015a]. From 22 April 2011 to 6 June 2011, the NASA aircraft facilities complemented
the heavily instrumented North Central Oklahoma region (having surface DOE ARM, NOAA Next
Generation Weather Radar, and Oklahoma Mesonet equipment). This provides a unique backdrop to
evaluate radar signatures and their usefulness to identify or better constrain several key precipitation
processes coincident with aircraft observations.

This study documents an early MC3E event observed during weak convection and widespread precipitation
on 27 April 2011. Radar and surface disdrometer observations were supported by aircraft measurements,
including a spiral ascent and descent through the depth of the cloud including the melting layer.
Although aircraft data sets within stratiform regions and melting layers are not uncommon [e.g., Stewart
et al., 1984; Willis and Heymsfield, 1989; Heymsfield et al., 2015], spiral data sets that provide additional refer-
ence for multiwavelength dual polarization radar observations of the ice andmixed-phase parts of the clouds
are typically unavailable [e.g., White et al., 2002; Sassen et al., 2005]. The aircraft spirals on this day were
fortuitous and provide a valuable anchor to help explain the microphysical process complexity we observe
around several key instances. During the spiral ascent and descent, the aircraft intercepted different types
of snow particles with various degrees of riming that were simultaneously observed with a number of
ground-based remote sensing instruments. These sensors include high-resolution vertically pointing
Ka-band Doppler radar (35GHz), the 915MHz wind profiler, and scanning dual polarization radar operating
at C band (5.4 GHz).

This study aims to capitalize on the available aircraft and multiwavelength radar observations collected
during this event to investigate radar capabilities for recognizing riming processes, aggregation processes,
and possible transitions from riming to aggregation favorable conditions. A secondary goal is to investigate
the information contained within shorter-wavelength radar Doppler spectra and profiling radar data sets
within precipitation often overlooked in cases having complementary aircraft and surveillance dual polarization
radar observations. The paper is outlined as follows. An overview of the event and the associated observational
considerations is presented in section 2. The event is analyzed using a multisensor observational approach in
section 3. Key findings are summarized in section 4.

2. The 27 April Event (Data Set and Methodology)

The 27 April 2011 event was associated with an elevated front stationed across North Central Oklahoma
(approximately 350m mean sea level (msl)). ARM instrumentation captured multiple convective bands
passing over the SGP CF evidenced by lower-level (below 3 km msl) vertical air motions exceeding 3m s�1

as estimated by radar wind profiler (RWP) measurements [e.g., Giangrande et al., 2013]. These bands were
followed by a transition to widespread stratiform precipitation with continued weak convection to the south
and east. The University of North Dakota (UND) Citation aircraft (hereafter, Citation) was launched after 08:00 UTC
targeting operations in the less turbulent stratiform conditions. During aircraft operations, no vertical air motions
exceeding 3ms�1 were sampled by the Citation or by the RWP.

The Citation performed stepped leg patterns over the SGP CF through the stratiform region between 08:00
UTC and 10:00 UTC remaining within 40 km from the SGP CF throughout the sampling period (Figures 1
and 2). Cloud-based winds obtained from 3-hourly MC3E radiosondes were northerly during the event, shift-
ing to northwesterly as the surface low tracked eastward [e.g., Jensen et al., 2015b]. Aircraft probe measure-
ments along the flight legs indicated larger aggregates, with supercooled liquid droplet signatures at �10°C
(4 km msl). When the aircraft descended to �4°C (3 km msl), needles and rimed particles were sampled
between 09:36 UTC and 09:48 UTC [e.g., Kumjian et al., 2016]. Otherwise, larger aggregates (>10mm) were
observed with the largest aggregates sampled within deeper cells east of SGP CF. The Citation aircraft
returned to the SGP CF by 10:32 UTC to perform upward and downward spirals (from approximately
1.2 km to 4.8 km msl), which are in the focus of our investigation (approximately 10:35 UTC to 11:08 UTC).

2.1. The MC3E Radar Data Set

One key ground-based instrument for this study was a vertically pointing 35GHz Ka-band Zenith Radar
(KAZR, Figures 1a–1c) [e.g., Clothiaux et al., 2000; Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM), 2011; Kollias
et al., 2014]. We capitalize primarily on the estimates of the mean Doppler velocity and the moments of
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Figure 1. Time-height plots from the 27 April 2011 event for (a) KAZR reflectivity factor, (b) KAZR mean Doppler velocity,
(c) KAZR skewness, (d) Citation temperature and CDP probe liquid water content, and (e) spiral close up for disdrometer
median diameter and rainfall rate. Citation altitude overlaid on each KAZR image in black but may reflect a spatial position
only to within 40 km of the SGP CF. Shaded regions in Figure 1e represent specific spiral windows.
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Doppler spectra (such as spectral
skewness) [e.g., Luke and Kollias,
2013] that are immune to attenuation
in rain, wet radome, and radar misca-
libration (Figures 1b and 1c). Spectral
skewness is defined as “negative”
when the Doppler spectrum deviates
from a Gaussian shape to include a
left side tail. If a Doppler spectrum is
initially a Gaussian, the onset of nega-
tive skewness may be interpreted as
an addition of slower falling (i.e., with
lower downward Doppler velocities)
particles. For example, Figure 1c
highlights a sizable region having
negative skewness embedded in the
stratiform precipitation around our

aircraft spirals. Additionally, Doppler spectral density waterfall plots (spectragrams) are examined to identify
bimodal spectra associated with different particle species in the radar resolution volume. The spectragrams
are generated directly from the individual KAZR Doppler spectra with no additional smoothing or adjust-
ments (256-point fast Fourier transform, 20 spectral averages for the native 4 s temporal, 30m spatial resolu-
tion). Readers may also consult Lhermitte [1988], Kollias et al. [2011], Giangrande et al. [2010, 2012], and Oue
et al. [2015] among many others on various issues and methodologies of the cloud radar analysis.

Profiling observations at longer wavelengths were available from the 915MHz radar wind profiler (RWP) collocated
with the KAZR. This RWP was reconfigured for deeper precipitationmodes and collected data similar to an S-band
radar profiler [e.g., Bellon et al., 1997; ARM, 2009; Williams, 2012; Giangrande et al., 2013]. The RWP beam width is
large (6°); however, the vertical and temporal resolution (200m and 5s, respectively) was consistent with KAZR.

A surveillance 5.4GHz (5 cm wavelength) dual polarization C-band Scanning ARM Precipitation Radar (CSAPR)
located approximately 20 km north of SGP CF was also utilized. The CSAPR data have 1° azimuthal resolution
and 100m range resolution. The CSAPR radar reflectivity Z and differential reflectivity ZDR were calibrated to the
accuracy of 2dBz and 0.2dB, respectively, using standard calibration techniques [e.g., ARM, 2010; Giangrande
et al., 2013, 2014b]. Differential reflectivity is a key polarimetric variable that provides information about particle
size, shape, orientation, density, and phase composition. An example of Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator
(PPI) (CAPPI) of Zmeasured by CSAPR at the height of 1 km with the Citation track overlaid is shown in Figure 2.

One-minute rainfall rate and mass-weighted drop diameter (Dm) measurements are obtained from the ARM
impact disdrometer [Joss and Waldvogel, 1967; ARM, 2006; Giangrande et al., 2014a], (Figure 1e). Dm is
selected because it is a relatively robust parameter defined as the ratio of the fourth moment to the third
moment of the drop size distribution [e.g., Bringi et al., 2002, 2003]. Discrepancies in Dm magnitudes are
observedwhen comparingwith nearby video disdrometers [e.g., Tokay et al., 2013]. However, linear correlations
between colocated disdrometer records are high (r~0.9), providing confidence in disdrometer time series
behaviors for qualitative comparisons in this study.

2.2. Aircraft Instrumentation

The Citation aircraft was outfitted with cloudmicrophysical and particle imaging probes for standard meteor-
ological state, vertical air motion, cloud liquid water content (LWC), and total water content (TWC) estimates
using particle measuring systems (PMS) King and Sky Tech Research, Inc., Nevzorov probes. The instrument
package also included probes for particle types, sizes, and distributions. Relative humidity (RH) with respect
to liquid water and relative ice supersaturation were computed using the measured temperature and
dewpoint temperature from a chilled mirror hygrometer.

Ice particle size distribution (PSD) information was obtained from several probes. The ice crystal images
presented in this study come from the Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT) Cloud Imaging Probe
(CIP) that provides high-resolution ice crystal images in the size range of 100 μm to 1mm at 25 μm

Figure 2. CSAPR constant altitude (1 km) Reflectivity Factor Z image from the
27 April 2011 event during the spiral. The red diamond is the CSAPR location.
The blue diamond is the SGP CF. Green diamond and its track represents
aircraft location and prior flight path.
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resolution. A PMS two-dimensional cloud (2D-C) optical array probe [Knollenberg, 1981] covered a similar
size range with 30 μm resolution. The nominal sample volume of the 2D-C is 4.88 L per 100m of flight path
for hydrometeors ≥125 μm. Larger hydrometeors were sampled by a SPEC High Volume Precipitation
Spectrometer (HVPS-3) probe having a resolution of 150 μm [e.g., Lawson et al., 1998], which measured
particles from 1mm to 2 cm in diameter. The HVPS-3 sample volume is 320 L s�1 at 100m s�1. A DMT
Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) is also used to sample small particles (supercooled liquid droplets and small
ice particles), providing number concentration measurements for sizes <50 μm. The presence of super-
cooled liquid water was also informed by a Rosemount Icing Detector [Baumgardner and Rodi, 1989].
These signatures are most reliable for temperature conditions colder than �3°C [e.g., Wang et al., 2015].
Additional Citation instrument uncertainty ranges and discussions on the probe suite available during MC3E
are found in Wang et al. [2015].

The aircraft data analysis includes estimation of an area ratio (AR) parameter [e.g., Heymsfeld and Westbrook,
2010] defined as the ratio of the projected area of the two-dimensional ice crystal image to the area of its
circumscribing circle. AR values near unity are associated with spherical particles, whereas lower AR values
may be attributed to nonspherical particles. The AR estimates presented in this study were calculated from
the HVPS-3 alone and not based on 2D-C or CIP images. The AR values use fully and partially imaged particles;
however, the interpretations for this event would be similar if comparing these calculations to the calculations
performed using only fully captured particles.

3. Observations and Interpretation for the 27 April Event

This section presents the observations and an analysis of the aircraft and ground data sets collected on 27
April 2011 during the upward and downward spirals (herein Spiral 1, 10:35 to 10:48 UTC, and Spiral 2,
10:49 to 11:08 UTC). Citation ascent and descent speeds were approximately 2m s�1 [e.g., Heymsfield et al.,
2015] during the spiral observations considered in section 3.1. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 introduce and interpret
the ground-based observations relative to the aircraft insights discussed in section 3.1 to determine the
extent these ground resources are informative for identifying processes including riming and aggregation.

3.1. Citation Spirals
3.1.1. Citation Spiral Probe Observations
Citation spirals provide the aircraft in situ evidence for possible riming processes and the transitions from
riming-favorable conditions to the aggregation conditions as suggested by radar during the 27 April event.
The Citation data sets along the spirals are illustrated in Figures 3–7. The interpretation for these spiral probe
observations follows in section 3.1.2.

Figures 3 and 4 show Spiral 1 and Spiral 2 histograms for particle size distribution (PSD) information. These
histograms reflect the HVPS-3 number concentration (Figures 3a and 4a) as well as the HVPS-3 AR parameter
measurements as described by section 2.2 (Figures 3b and 4b). The aircraft distance from the SGP CF location
and the temperature profiles associated with the spirals are also plotted. Additional PSD information on the
changes observed between Spiral 1 and Spiral 2 is in Figure 5. This figure presents the combined PSD profile
behavior of each spiral, as constructed by merging the CIP probe (for particles with diameters in the range of
0.1–1.0mm) and the HVPS-3 probe data sets (for particles larger than 1mm). The combined PSDs are fit to an
exponential functional form, with the slope (lambda) and intercept (N0) parameters from those PSD exponen-
tial fits (profiles as a function of height) plotted in Figure 5. For all images that overlay spiral measurements,
Spiral 1 (Spiral 2) data sets are plotted using blue (red) colors.

Additional Citation probe observations along Spiral 1 and Spiral 2 are located in Figures 6 and 7, accompa-
nied by aircraft temperature traces in the rightmost panels. Figure 6 plots the LWC as estimated by the
(Figure 6a) King and (Figure 6b) CDP probes, as well as TWC estimates in Figure 6c. Figure 7 presents the com-
parisons of the (Figure 7a) spiral relative humidity (RH) (solid lines) and ice supersaturation (dashed lines,
vapor pressure, e, divided by an estimate for the saturation vapor pressure over ice, ei) and the (Figure 7b)
vertical air motion as estimated by Citation [e.g., Khelif et al., 1999]. The output of the Rosemount probe
frequency is plotted in Figure 7c.

From an overarching perspective, Spiral 1 PSDs generally contain lower concentrations of large (>1mm) ice
as compared to Spiral 2 (Figures 3a and 4a). This observation is also supported by PSD parameter estimates
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found in Figures 5a and 5b, as reflected by lower values for lambda coupled with similar or lower values of N0.
The AR distributions along Spiral 1 indicate additional spherical shapes for 2mm – 7mm particles, characteristic
of more heavily rimed particles compared to Spiral 2 (Figures 3b and 4b).

An immediate focal point for spiral comparison purposes is in the regions above 3.5 km, wherein both
spirals indicate elevated LWC, as based on the measurements from multiple Citation probes (Figures 6a
and 6b), as well as possible upward vertical motions (Figure 7b). The measurements along Spiral 1 indi-
cate higher LWC and possible stronger upward motions, but one may exhibit caution when interpreting
probe measurements and these vertical velocity observations in particular since the observed differences
(e.g., to within 1ms�1) are within the uncertainty ranges typically associated with these probes [e.g., Khelif
et al., 1999; Rosenberg et al., 2012; Guyot et al., 2015;Wang et al., 2015]. To accompany LWC differences, a more
persistent and potentially reliable distinction between the spirals is found in the RH traces (Figure 7a). Spiral 1
RH values indicate supersaturation with respect to water (thus supersaturation with respect to ice),
whereas a brief time later, the air along Spiral 2 is supersaturated with respect to ice, but subsaturated
with respect to water. These particular RH discrepancies also persist throughout most of the duration
of the respective spirals. To altitudes below 3 km, Spiral 2 maintains larger particle sizes and lower AR
values, but both spirals support similar relative changes to PSD behaviors (Figure 5) for temperatures
greater than �3°C. These PSD changes include decreases in the slope parameter with corresponding
decreases in the total number concentration.

Once the spirals are within the melting layer, the previous study by Heymsfield et al. [2015] well summarizes
key melting features for MC3E events. For this 27 April event, the spirals exhibit similar temperature profiles,
with higher RH values near the melting level. These higher RH values imply that melting should commence
close to 0°C in both cases. This is confirmed by probe images that indicate particle melting near 2.1 km msl.
These behaviors should be observable from radar-based properties that follow.

Figure 3. Upward spiral (Spiral 1) histograms for Citation (a) HVPS-3 number concentration and (b) HVPS-3 AR parameter
measurements with (c) UND Citation spiral distance from the SGP CF and (d) temperature measurements.
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3.1.2. Spiral Measurement Probe Interpretation
One important initial take away from these spiral observations is that Citation probe measurements suggest
the presence of supercooled liquid water along Spiral 1. This is a necessary ingredient for riming and when
establishing confidence in pinpointing riming regions with radar. Both spirals indicate the presence of rimed
particles on probe imagery (Figure 8), while AR arguments provide additional evidence for riming near these
spirals. The Spiral 1 observations also indicate heightened RH values that are supersaturated with respect to
water, as well as elevated LWC frommultiple sensors including the CDP probe that samples sizes that include
supercooled liquid drops. The observed drop in Rosemount probe frequency (Figure 7c) may also be
interpreted under these contexts to suggest a supercooled liquid water signal between 3.5 km and 3.7 km
(�8°C). The corresponding supercooled water signatures are less pronounced along Spiral 2; therefore,
one may have less confidence in interpreting available Rosemount probe behaviors that suggest possible
light icing from 3.7 km down to 2.7 km (�8°C to �3°C).

Consolidating these behaviors along the upper spiral portions, one may start by considering that the cooling
associated with regions having weak upward vertical motions (consistent with Citation measurements in
Figure 7b) can be conducive for increased RH and subsequent liquid droplet production. Ice crystals available
under such conditions act to deplete water vapor excess through deposition, or new particle formation,
whereas the available liquid water may be depleted by riming. Because the air along Spiral 1 is saturated with
respect to water, the higher LWC and constant TWC measurements may indicate relatively lower ice water
contents as compared to Spiral 2. Therefore, the higher LWC along Spiral 1 may lead to cloud droplet forma-
tion and/or riming that may dominate over deposition. This particular interpretation seems to also align with
observed increases in particle AR (spherical, rimed particles, Figure 3b). Meanwhile, Spiral 2 observations dis-
play a pronounced shift toward larger particles, accompanied by lower RH (~98%), lower LWC, and increases
in the TWC below 3.5 km msl. This may suggest that Spiral 2 atmospheric conditions are those that follow an
influx or impulse toward larger particles aloft and subsequently favorable conditions for sustaining larger, less
rimed, and less spherical (lower AR) ice crystals (>8mm diameter, Figure 4b).

Figure 4. As in Figure 3 but for the downward spiral, Spiral 2.
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Exploring spiral contrasts and implications to lower altitudes, it is important to highlight that riming and
aggregation may coexist along the same atmospheric columns (time-height) sampled by an aircraft spiral
or profiling radar. This is likely the situation for an evolving system and appears to be echoed by the profile
observations available during this study. To altitudes below 3 km, both spirals show similar PSD behaviors
(Figure 5) that indicate the onset of aggregation processes for temperatures greater than�3°C. The changes
in the slope parameter below approximately 2.7 km (decreases) suggest that larger-sized particles are formed
when ice particles collide (total number concentration also decreases). Moreover, while Spiral 1 conditions
aloft are those we interpret as favorable for riming processes (smaller and/or more spherical particles), both
spirals qualitatively indicate similar aggregation process responses at altitudes below 2.7 km. However, the
PSDs entering these levels are not similar, with differences in the presence of larger particle sizes that persist
to lower altitudes (Figures 3–5). In particular, these differences should impact the signatures associated with
aggregation processes as viewed by radar that are more sensitive to the presence of larger particles.
3.1.3. Additional Spiral Observations and Interpretation: Ice Needles
In addition to available profile evidence for riming and aggregation processes, Figures 3b and 4b reveal
detailed bulk AR value contrasts specific to the 1–2mm size range. Spiral 1 exhibits pronounced lower
(0.2–0.4) AR values below 3.5 km. The aircraft-observed temperature and ice supersaturation conditions at
these altitudes are consistent with needle-like crystal habits [e.g., Bailey and Hallett, 2009]. Provided available
ice nuclei or embryonic ice, observed ice supersaturation would favor nucleation and/or rapid growth of new
ice crystals [e.g., Kobayashi, 1961; Fletcher, 1962; Knight, 2012]. The favorable conditions are only found along
Spiral 1. In contrast, measurements along Spiral 2 reveal less favorable conditions and higher AR values

Figure 5. Exponential fit slope (lambda) and intercept (N0) parameter profiles to the combined PSD information from
merged CIP and HVPS-3 probe data sets along the upward (blue) and downward (red) spiral.
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(more spherical) for these needle-sized ranges. Citation images confirm the presence of rimed particles
and pristine ice needles along Spiral 1 near these altitudes (Figure 8a). Rimed particles and ice needles
are also observed along Spiral 2 (Figure 8b). Interpretation of instantaneous images and concentrations
is not straightforward because of the variability in the Citation position and associated representativeness
for narrow probe capture capabilities. However, we typically find that the needles and other particles
observed along Spiral 1 are in a more pristine state. Later Spiral 2 images tend to indicate additional weak
riming, which may provide one possible clue for the higher AR values specific to these size ranges.

Needle formation at these altitudes is an interesting microphysical anchor point because ice nuclei are rare
for temperatures warmer than�10°C [e.g., Zawadzki et al., 2001]. As will be discussed in section 3.2, bimodal
KAZR spectra exhibiting negative skewness (Figure 1c) are observed for several hours around 3 km. This
bimodality is consistent with new ice needle formation and/or growth. Heterogeneous or contact nucleation
explanations for this prominent needle activation are unlikely based on ice nuclei scarcity and the time over
which these new spectral ice needle signatures are observed.

One possible mechanism of new ice crystal formation wherein ice nuclei are thought to be in a short supply is
condensation-freezing nucleation. This requires excess water vapor to preferentially form droplets in environ-
ments supersaturated with respect to liquid water, (i.e., on soluble cloud condensation nuclei) that later or
immediately freeze in a sequential process [e.g., Fukuta and Schaller, 1982]. This process favors higher ice
nucleation rates for lower temperatures and/or high ice supersaturation, conditions that were available along
Spiral 1, perhaps less favorable along Spiral 2.

Given possible riming conditions we argue for this event, ice multiplication by ice particle fracturing during
ice-graupel collisions may also be responsible for embryonic ice [e.g., Takahashi et al., 1995]. Another
possibility is the Hallett-Mossop secondary ice generation within the conditions found near riming regions
[e.g., Hallett andMossop, 1974;Heymsfield andMossop, 1984;Heymsfield andWillis, 2014]. The signatures associated
with riming and rapid LWC depletion are observed between�10°C and�5°C (roughly 3.4 km to 4kmmsl). These
ranges overlap with the temperatures required for this mechanism to be active (�3°C to �8°C). As in Heymsfield
and Willis [2014], the most pronounced pristine needle images for this event are obtained in rather weak updrafts
(<1ms�1) with temperaturesgreater than�7°C and LWC< 0.10gm�3 (e.g., Figures 6 and 7). For the above

Figure 6. Citation aircraft profile observations for LWC from the (a) King and (b) CDP probes, the (c) TWC and the (d) temperature
for the upward (Spiral 1, blue) and downward (Spiral 2, red) spiral.
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explanations, horizontal transport of embryonic ice from generation regions would seem to be necessary to help
explain additional regions exhibiting bimodal spectra (associated with a secondary ice peak) observed near 3km
msl during most of the event.

3.2. ARM SGP Profilers and Disdrometer
3.2.1. ARM SGP Profiling Observations
ARM SGP profiling and surface disdrometer observations are investigated to align Citation analyses from
section 3.1 with potential microphysical process signatures. For column radar observations, we make use
of vertical profiles of the KAZR mean Doppler velocity (Figure 9a), spectral skewness (Figure 9b), and the
reflectivity factor Z from the longer wavelength RWP (Figure 9c). The KAZR copolar and cross-polar
Doppler spectral density waterfall spectragrams are plotted in Figures 10 and 11 for Spirals 1 and 2, respec-
tively. For the radar data in Figures 9–11, these data sets are plotted in an attempt to align with an along-track
aircraft viewpoint. That is, we select the nearest radar estimate (KAZR/RWP radar moment or Doppler spectra)
in time-height to the Citation position. ARM surface disdrometer time series observations for the rainfall rate
and mass-weighted drop diameter are as located in Figure 1d.

Near spiral apex (~4 km), KAZR spectragrams indicate a very narrow, slow-falling Doppler spectral behavior
typical of ice crystals on copolar and cross-polar returns (Figures 10 and 11). At these altitudes, the corre-
sponding RWP Z values along Spiral 2 are often 2–3 dBz higher than along Spiral 1 (Figure 9c), whereas minor
differences are observed for KAZR Z values (not shown). However, Spiral 1 KAZR spectragrams and associated
higher-order moments such as Doppler spectra skewness (Figure 1c and Figure 9b) show rapid changes at
altitudes between 3 km and 4 km, including substantial increases in spectral velocity signatures consistent
with faster falling, higher density rimed particles (e.g., Doppler spectra shifting toward the right in
Figure 10). In contrast, the corresponding Spiral 2 profiles and spectragrams at these altitudes demonstrate

Figure 7. As in Figure 6 but for aircraft profile observations of (a) RH and ice supersaturation, (b) vertical velocity,
(c) Rosemount probe frequency, and (d) temperature.
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Figure 8. Citation CIP probe image captures from approximately �5°C for (a) Spiral 1 and (b) Spiral 2. The width of each
strip is 1.6mm.

Figure 9. Along-track (a) KAZR mean Doppler velocity, (b) KAZR Doppler spectral skewness, (c) RWP Z profiles, and (d)
corresponding Citation temperature.
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negligible changes with height. Peak spectral velocity values increase toward the surface, from 1m s�1 at
4 km msl to 2m s�1 (1.5m s�1) at 3.5 km for Spiral 1 (Spiral 2).

Below 3 km, radar properties along Spiral 2 begin to deviate, with the RWP Z values increasing near 2.5 km
(Figure 9c) consistent with traditional radar bright band and aggregation process signatures. At the surface,
disdrometerDm values (Figure 1e) are at a relative minimum (1.12mm–1.23mm) during Spiral 1, whereas sur-
face Dm values throughout the later downward spiral period are higher (>1.25mm). The most pronounced
feature in the disdrometer time series is the sharp increase in the surface Dm values and rainfall rates after
10:50 UTC.
3.2.2. Profiling Instrument Interpretation Supported By Spirals
It is instructive to investigate ground-based profiling observations nearest to spiral apex first (~4 km) then
work downward in altitude to explore for prominent radar properties, contrasts, and insights into possible
riming processes suggested aloft. Because the KAZR wavelength is small as compared to the larger snowflake
diameters as previously indicated by Citation (e.g., Figures 3–5), KAZR measurements are less sensitive to
these snowflakes. Accordingly, this explains why we may not directly detect a significant difference in the

Figure 10. Upward spiral (Spiral 1) spectrograms for (a) “along-track” KAZR Doppler copolar and (b) cross-polar Doppler
spectra.
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KAZR observations between the spirals at higher altitudes >4 km, despite evidence for larger (2–7mm)
particles along Spiral 2 only a brief time later (e.g., Figures 4 and 5). These issues may be better informed
by the collocated RWP measurements (Figure 9c) for this case. Since the Citation consistently observes larger
particles down to the melting layer along Spiral 2 (e.g., Figure 5), the higher RWP Z values along the entire
profile in Figure 9c, and at these altitudes in particular, are in good agreement.

A positive confirmation for radar capabilities is found with the strong contrasts in the profiling radar-based
observations coincident with the Citation locations indicating possible supercooled liquid water and riming
contrasts (3.5 km to 4 km). Overall, Spiral 1 KAZR spectragrams strongly indicate these locations as rimed
particle and riming (consistent time-height changes) regions, with continued signatures of rimed particle
presence to lower altitudes. Unlike the altitudes aloft, the longer-wavelength RWP is apparently less sensitive
to the rimed particles in these regions, exhibiting only a slight increase in Z and mean Doppler velocity along
Spiral 1 (Figure 9c, 3.5 km to 4 km). Again, the bulk RWP Z measurements are most likely dominated by the
presence and/or absence of additional larger snowflakes.

The increase in RWP Z below 2.5 km (Figure 9c) is noteworthy and appears consistent with traditional
radar signature support for aggregation processes beginning to dominate as temperatures approach

Figure 11. As in Figure 10 but for the downward spiral, Spiral 2.
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�1.5°C to �2°C. These regions are also consistent with the Citation arguments for aggregation onset
(~2.7 km). Approximately half of the 14 dBz bright band Z enhancement (relative to regions prior to aggre-
gation onset) observed by the RWP along Spiral 2 is above the melting level, with a 6–7 dBz enhancement
within the melting layer. As discussed in section 3.1, despite an absence for RWP Z aggregation signatures,
the Citation observations support that aggregation are also taking place along Spira1 1 (Figure 5). One inter-
pretation is that smaller particles are aggregating along Spiral 1; thus, the traditional longer-wavelength
radar-based aggregation signatures are masked by the size of those aggregates as compared to the modest
sized, rimed particles. In Figures 9 and 10, Doppler spectragrams near the bimodality and changes to spectral
skewness may still be informative on aggregation when the traditional radar moments are not.

As modeled by Ryzhkov et al. [2008] and Kumjian et al. [2016], faster falling rimed particles increase the depth
over which traditional radar bright band enhancements occur as these particles fall further before total melt-
ing. Additionally, Kumjian et al. [2016] show that rimed particles entering themelting layer also tend to force a
depression in the height of apparent melting layer bright band signatures in terms of polarimetric radar vari-
ables. This is in response to higher density particles that descend to lower altitudes before acquiring sufficient
meltwater to produce polarimetric contrasts. For 27 April, althoughmelting starts at a similar height along both
spirals (for example, asmarked by substantial increases inmean Doppler velocity from KAZR), completemelting
(particles attaining raindrop fall speeds) does not occur until a lower altitude along Spiral 1 (Figure 9a). The
height of the RWP bright band Z maximum along Spiral 1 is also lower than along Spiral 2 (e.g., Figure 9c).
The RWP Z maximum is also substantially weaker along Spiral 1 than observed during Spiral 2 (Figure 9b).
These column melting layer signatures are consistent with the findings of those previous studies.

During Spiral 1, the smaller disdrometerDm values (Figure 1e) are inmodest agreement with the expectations for
riming, smaller aggregates associated with weaker bright band signatures, and/or smaller mean raindrop sizes
(absence of larger aggregates). Larger surface Dm values throughout the downward spiral are linked to larger
snowflake aggregation and the propensity for these larger melting snowflakes to lead to larger mean drop sizes
(neglecting potential coalescence or breakup beneath themelting layer). The changeover at 10:50 UTC is lag cor-
related (approximately 25min) with the suspected influx of larger ice aloft and possibly physically reasonable for
the transition toward more prominent, larger particles, and time associated with larger aggregates to reach the
surface. However, correlations with surface disdrometer estimates should be interpreted with caution. Linear
and rank lag correlations between bright band parameters (e.g., maximum Z, mean Doppler velocity differ-
ence between Ka and RWP wavelengths) and surface Dm and rainfall rates, typically do not exceed r= 0.6.
3.2.3. Additional Profiling Instrument Interpretation: Ice Needles
Vogel et al. [2015] proposed that stratiform or widespread precipitation may contain riming regions that also
feature strong Doppler spectral bimodalities in profiling radar observations. These bimodalities would be
indicative of rimed particles coincident with additional slower falling plates or needles. The most pronounced
radar signature contrasts we observe during this 27 April 2011 event are those from a significant spectral bimod-
ality along the Spiral 1. It is interesting to contrast radar behaviors along Spiral 2 to Spiral 1 (Figures 10 and 11),
since KAZR spectra along Spiral 2 display no obvious bimodalities, with weaker evidence for riming or supercooled
liquidwater as fromCitation probe interpretations. The bimodality we observe in Figures 10a and 10b is consistent
with ice because both peaks demonstrate strong spectral cross-polar returns and appropriate ice melting beha-
viors when reaching themelting level. These features are also captured by a prolonged, deeper spectral skewness
behaviors (Figure 1c), timedwith aircraft riming signatures and a reduction in radar melting layer Z enhancements
over the SGP CF from the RWP (Figure 9c). Although spectral skewness is found to decrease with rimed or riming
particles, the most pronounced change to the skewness is seen with the addition of slower falling ice needles.

Further, Vogel et al. [2015] suggest that bimodal spectra are useful to indicate that riming is occurring. For the
27 April event, the KAZR spectragrams and coupled aircraft insights strongly indicate riming and supercooled
liquid for regions above but potentially also overlapping with those having bimodal spectra. Since we
interpret from section 3.1 that the conditions favorable for riming are also those conducive to generate
the embryonic ice at these altitudes necessary for ice needles, it may also follow that locating two-ice bimodal
signatures implies that riming is occurring somewhere in proximity of those bimodal spectra observations
(radar-based proxy). However, the persistent and narrow layer exhibiting negative skewness that we observe
for several hours prior (Figure 1c) and additional available LWC at appropriate altitudes (e.g., Figure 1d)
suggests that these bimodal signatures or favorable conditions may also have been found far downstream
from the ongoing and/or more pronounced riming process regions as argued along Spiral 1.
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3.3. ARM CSAPR: Observations and Interpretation Supported by Aircraft

For this study, dual polarization radar responses to the microphysical process differences suggested between
the spirals by aircraft and supported by profiling radar explored by using median vertical profiles are con-
structed from multiple PPI scans collected from the CSAPR (Figure 12). These plots are generated by consid-
ering radar data from the narrow 5 km in range and 13° azimuth sector over the SGP CF location that
contained the Citation spiral. Figure 12 plots the median Z, ZDR, and copolar correlation coefficient profiles
from each CSAPR volume collected during the spiral sequence. The CSAPR volumes are color coded in time
to mark the transition from Spiral 1 (cold, blue colors) toward Spiral 2 (warm, red colors).

Traditionally, aggregation as viewed by longer-wavelength dual polarization radars is often associated with
an increase in Z and decrease in ZDR profiles toward the melting level. These radar signatures are accompa-
nied by low values for ZDR (near 0.2 dB) just above the melting level. Such behaviors would be consistent with
larger aggregates having lower effective density and increased dispersion of canting angles [e.g., Giangrande
et al., 2008; Kumjian et al., 2014]. In contrast, riming profiles as viewed by dual polarization radars in traditional
deeper convective contexts may span a range of Z values; however, riming regions have tended to be asso-
ciated with low ZDR as a consequence of more spherical, rimed particle shapes and/or the falling behaviors for
these anisotropic scatterers. More recently, scattering calculations performed by Vogel et al. [2015] have pro-
posed that riming embedded within stratiform precipitation may include varied responses in dual polariza-
tion radar measurements contingent on the presence of bimodal Doppler spectra and degree of riming.
From the previous sections, Citation and profiling radar observations indicate that the 27 April event featured
strong multisensor evidence for riming over the SGP CF, with collocated rimed particles and pristine needles
below 3.5 – 4 km. High concentrations of pristine needles mixed with rimed particles might not substantially
increase Z when viewed by longer-wavelength radars (which is dominated by the larger rimed particles) as
from RWP profiles (Figure 9c), but these needles may act to increase the overall ZDR. The additional diversity
of particle shapes can also lower the copolar correlation coefficient [e.g., Andric et al., 2013; Vogel et al., 2015].

Longer-wavelength CSAPR Z profile magnitudes are found to be lower aloft at earlier times, with Z gradually
increasing in response to an increasing number of larger particles with time, as also informed by the RWP and
aircraft. Coincident with needle locations and adjacent to possible riming locations identified along Spiral 1,

Figure 12. Median CSAPR vertical profiles for Z, ZDR, and cross-correlation coefficient for a narrow sector over the SGP CF
on the 27 April 2011 event. CSAPR volumes are color coded in time tomark the transition from Spiral 1 (bluer colors) toward
Spiral 2 (red, warmer colors).
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Figure 12 indicates a relative increase in ZDR aloft (0.2 to 0.4 dB). This is in good agreement with having
pristine needle concentrations and expectations from modeling performed in Vogel et al. [2015]. Similar to
RWP profiles, CSAPR profile melting layer enhancements are reduced during the earlier conditions favorable
for riming aloft, with Z enhancements gradually increasing before 11:00 UTC when the Citation confirms
ongoing aggregation with additional presence of larger aggregates.

Unlike KAZR and RWP profiles in Figures 9–11 that feature superior vertical resolution, the median CSAPR
profiles reconstructed from PPI scans provide no direct evidence that the onset of melting or bright band
parameters such as Z or ZDR peak locations are significantly offset between riming favorable and later periods.
Such differences in bright band characteristics are perhaps only detectable when alternative data interrogation
techniques are used, such as the quasi-vertical profile method that may provide improved vertical resolution
[e.g., Ryzhkov et al., 2016; Kumjian et al., 2016]. Similar to profiler observations, linear and rank lag correlations with
surface Dm and rainfall rates did not exceed r=0.6. Again, riming periods aloft are loosely associated with smaller
raindrop sizes, an absence of larger aggregates (although not an absence of aggregation). However, these
relationships are additionally complex as evident in Figure 12 with an indication that the maximum Z and ZDR
in the bright band are temporally offset (11:04 UTC and 10:53 UTC, respectively) during the event.

4. Key Findings and Summary

This study documents aircraft spiral and radar observations for a transition from riming conditions to possible
larger particle and aggregation favorable conditions in a widespread stratiform precipitation event.
Capturing the conditions when and where processes including riming and aggregation are active or domi-
nant from remote sensing platforms is critical for future convective model improvement. Process signatures
were fortuitously captured during a MC3E event during which aircraft spiral data sets were collected over the
ARM surface supersite. Profiling radar observations first drew our attention to the event; these observations
include interesting Doppler spectral peak changes in time and height, higher particle fall speeds, and
reduced, sagging radar bright band signatures that accompany passage of a riming region in a stratiform
field. Analyses of Citation aircraft spirals through this period support riming aloft with measurements of
increased LWC, PSDs with spherical shapes, and supersaturation with respect to water to �15°C. The coinci-
dent, multisensor aircraft and radar approach provided confidence in our capture of riming processes, with
KAZR-based spectral signatures informative to isolate riming particles and likely riming regions for this event.
Radar capabilities to identify aggregation processes were also explored, with results highlighting the
importance for multiwavelength and spectral based radar methods that may better sample the behaviors
over a range of particle sizes.

Bimodal Doppler spectra are also observed to originate near riming regions and are associated with pristine
needles between�4°C and�7°C. The needles are observed by Citation probes, KAZR spectragrams, and bulk
changes in dual polarization radar variables. The evidence suggests that these crystals are pristine when
observed near the strongest riming signatures, arguing for possible secondary ice production in close spatiotem-
poral proximity to these conditions. Analysis of CSAPR dual polarization fields suggests that these needles, when
collocated with spherical rimed particles, may act to increase bulk ZDR by 0.2–0.4dB. It is interesting that accord-
ing to previous Ryzhkov et al. [2016] and Kumjian et al. [2016] studies, heavy riming of snow is usually accompa-
nied by an increase in Z and a decrease of ZDR, similar to the expectations for embedded convection. However, in
cases of weaker riming when the contribution of secondary and highly anisotropic ice (e.g., needles) to the radar
reflectivity is comparable to the one fromprimary, quasi-spherical rimed snow, ZDR can be 0.2–0.3 dB higher than
that of dry, unrimed aggregates. These statements are confirmed in this study, as in the recent work of Vogel et al.
[2015]. As the event progressed, dual polarization radar signatures eventually transitioned toward traditional
profile expectations consistent with aggregation of larger snowflakes.

Melting layer behaviors along Spiral 1 highlight a mixture of melting smaller ice particles and rimed particles,
resulting in a delayed and weaker melting layer signature [e.g., Kumjian et al., 2016]. The more pronounced
bright band signatures are associated with Spiral 2 having additional larger melting aggregates entering the
melting layer and fewer rimed particles (deposition dominating riming aloft, larger snow particles overall,
and aggregation for those particles). Aggregation is observed along both spirals, but larger aggregates gener-
ated and/or propagated along Spiral 2 lead to larger surfaceDm. The Spiral 1 riming-dominant profile conditions
and smaller aggregates and melting rimed particles are associated with smaller relative surface Dm.
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